User Guide

1.1 Appearance and Key Description (see color pages)

1.2 SIM card / Micro SD - card installation and removal / battery charging

1. Open the back cover: First use unlock tag (or coin) the battery cover lock to the left of the screw is rotated to loosen up, you can remove the back cover and battery.

2. Make SIM card and Micro - SD Card metal-sided card insertion slot down and lock the corresponding good.

3. The first direction shown as an arrow between the lower metal sheet battery and the phone card in the direction shown by arrow Good Again pressed into the battery compartment.

4. Replace the cover and lock.

5. Charge.

6. shortcut to open and turn off the power on / off to live long press the power button.

Please make sure the machine's battery cover, battery cover lock screw hole stopper, stopper headphones and a USB interface port is in a closed state to play a good waterproof and dustproof, the text after this point will not make a special statement.

If you want to install or remove the SIM card, first of all have to close and cut off all the power and phone connections.

1.3 Mobile Form factor parameters

Phone type : three-proof mobile phones, 3G mobile phones, smart phones

OS: Android 4.3

Standard: GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz

WCDMA 850 / 2100 MHz

Chip: MTK 6582 (4 cores, clocked at 2.0MHz)

Memory ROM: 8GB RAM: 1GB Micro-SD memory card maximum support 32G

Display: 50 "HD (540x960) Whole fitting process

Dual sim dual standby dual card dual standby

Network standard: GSM / WCDMA

Battery capacity: 3600mAh

Operating temperature: -20 to 55 degrees

Talk time: GSM > 18 hours WCDMA > 8 hours

Standby time: about 400 hours (actual network conditions decision)

MMS / e-mail / address book support (contacts support group)

Talk Video /

Handsfree Support / video call support network data

Call waiting Network Support

Camera / Camcorder (Video function): Front 200W, rear 800W; photo support maximum support: 2400x3200 support flash photography mode / flashlight

Video player audio file formats: MP3, MIDI, AMR, AAC, AVI, MJPG

GPS: support MP3 / Recording / FM Support

Headphone: Type of support 3.5mm headphone

Sensors: G-sensor, proximity sensor + ambient light sensor

IP68 waterproof level

1.4 Use waterproof Raiders

Tail plug waterproof: Cover tail plug, be sure to check again whether the buckle securely in order to achieve the perfect waterproof effect.

Before launching preparations

1. To turn off the water before moving the battery cover (specific reference to "the battery cover
mounting solutions")
2. Close the front cover battery cover must ensure that the surrounding soft, can not have hair or debris impact of sand off the lid tight.

After the water maintenance method
1. Water must use a dry towel or paper towels to dry completely before opening the lid of the fuselage.
2. Be sure to cover the down lid open to prevent the lid to the tank water flows into the warehouse.
3. After the whole effluent must be forced drying speaker, microphone earpiece inside the water, then air dry place to prohibit the use of electric fans blow drying.

Prohibit:
1. can no longer use the spa or hot underwater, waterproof soft edges will not be affected by high temperatures cause water.
2. Do not open the battery cover under the fuselage is not completely dry, remember!
3. Do not use detergent cleaning products and other chemicals, with water can be.

Menu navigation
2.1 gripping device
Do not play a hand or an object covered by the antenna tower. This may cause problems online.
2.2 Adjust the volume
Press the top or bottom of the volume keys to adjust the ringer volume, or adjust the volume when playing music or videos.
2.3 switch to silent mode
Use one of the following ways:
Press and hold the bottom of the volume key until it switches to silent mode.
Hold down the power button and then touch mute or vibrate.

2.4 startup and shutdown
To boot, press the power button.
To turn off, press and hold the power button, then select Shut Down → OK.

! Note: The restrictions on the use of wireless devices in the area (such as airplanes and hospitals), please follow the instructions of all posted warnings and licensing staff.

To use the device's non-network features only, you can switch to flight mode.

Using the touch screen
3.1 Tap function: You can display the function selection by clicking an icon or option. As in the main screen, tap Phone to open the dial pad.
3.2 even point or two: zoom in or out function. When viewing a picture or web page even if the next two points to enlarge or shrink the picture.
3.3 Long-point function: You can long point of the current user interface, icon or input fields for more operating options. For example:
Long Point main menu icons can be placed in a icon to the home screen.
Long Point blank home screen choose to replace the wallpaper.

Android Tips
4.1 screen shot: If you want a shortcut through the interception of screen shots, try while holding down the power button and volume down until you hear a click rub hair out of the camera sound after the operation is completed can be found in the picture gallery.
Android 4.2 phone power Cheats:
Turn off unnecessary software process: Press the HOME key, select the icon to the left to slide away.
Lower the screen brightness: If you always use the phone, you can dim the brightness a little, so you can extend the battery life time.
WLAN, GPS, network data, these settings can be turned off if not needed, these features are also quite open when power.

Memory Card
5.1 Connecting USB, open to the charge connected
(USB touch display additional options).
After connecting USB, and then select the U disk mode (allows you to transfer files between computers and mobile phones external storage).
5.2 storage usage tips:
USB data cable to perform the copy, the copy and move files, MP3 Kaoru My Music folder, MP4 or AVI files to be copied Videos folders, photos stored in DCIM folder.
! Note: Do not just pull out port USB data cable, press the first out of the way, to prevent some data loss.

Safety and environmental matters
Call if driving or answer the phone, use a headset or park the car before using the phone.
On the plane should turn off the phone, and make sure to cancel the alarm or automatic power settings, in order to avoid automatic boot.
Avoid using the phone at high or low temperature environment and avoid exposure to strong sunlight phone thunderstorm or high humidity environments.

Do not use this device in the vicinity of the gas station, fuel, chemicals.
In marked non-medical use of wireless devices or medical facilities nearby devices, turn off the device. Battery recycling waste batteries should be placed in the box, do not discard.
When using outside washout phone, please make sure the machine's battery cover lock screw hole stopper, headphones and USB port stopper is in a closed state to play a good waterproof and dustproof.
Avoid interfering with blasting: blasting site should be shut down equipment, and comply with any regulations.
Do not disassemble the phone, such as the need to go to the designated professional bodies for service. When you need emergency help, you can use the phone dial 112 to seek a local telephone network services.
Back up important information storage device, and prevent loss.
To ensure optimum performance, use original accessories and batteries. Do not connect incompatible products.
Please use the phone in the network coverage.
Your device is a radio transmitter and receiver. It is designed not to exceed the international guidelines (ICNIRP) limits for exposure to radio waves recommended. These specifications are independent scientific organization (ICNIRP) developed, it contains certain safety margins designed to assure the safety and health of all age groups.